Xcluder™ Wrap Installation Instructions
Use for Part #s: 162800, 162801, 162802
Thank you for your purchase of Xcluder™ Wrap, the best way to stop gnawing, clawing pests from damaging wires,
cables, pipes and other fixtures in homes and businesses.
Xcluder Wrap is as effective as Xcluder Fill Fabric at keeping pests at bay for applications other than gap filling.

Always wear hand and eye protection when installing Xcluder™ products
Repair any damaged wiring / insulation before installing Xcluder™
Before You Begin:
Make sure the object to be protected is clean and dry
Choose the correct width of Xcluder Wrap:
2” width for protecting thin objects like wires and small cables.
4” widths for protecting larger objects like A/C lines and smaller diameter pipes.
8” width for big jobs such as soffits and gables.
Folding Wrap Method - For Protecting Wires, Cables and Small Pipes
1. Measure and cut Xcluder™ Wrap to the length of the object to be protected.
2. Start at one end, peeling the backing off Xcluder Wrap and pressing it to the object to be protected, parallel to the
direction of the wire/cable/pipe.
3. Fold Xcluder Wrap over onto itself, with the wire/cable/pipe sandwiched in between.
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Xcluder™ Wrap Installation Instructions
Use for Part #s:162800, 162801, 162802
Helical Wrap Method - For protecting multiple objects
1. Peel back about 6” of the backing paper to expose the adhesive backing
2. Starting at one end, align the Xcluder™ Wrap so that it is perpendicular to the object to be protected
3. Attach the Xcluder™ wrap to the object by pressing firmly
4. Make one complete wrap, then continue wrapping in a helical (corkscrew) fashion along the length of the object
being protected. There should be a slight overlap after each wrap to ensure there are no exposed, vulnerable surfaces.

It is often easier to peel the backing as you work rather than all at once
When you complete a project, leave a corner of the backing folded back to make it easier to start the
next time
For Protecting Flat Surfaces like Soffits and Gables
Simply peel and stick Xcluder™ Wrap directly to the area to be protected.
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